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A real honest-to-goodness journalist wrote this book. More to the point, this is a reporter who

worked for the newspaper in Kurt's hometown of Aberdeen AND grew up there. That means Jeff

can capture the image of Aberdeen and what it was like for Kurt growing up in the timber town like

the expert he actually is. This isn't just a book. This may be part of a grand memoir defining the

everyman of Aberdeen while at the same time talking about Kurt's life as a whole. And because Jeff

is a journalist, the freshness of his interviews are solid and his objectivity is clear. Unlike some other

biographies out there, there are no made up theories here. Recommended for all ages.

I was waiting to buy this book until I read some reviews, then I saw a review online at the Nirvana

Fan Club and decided to give it a shot. This book is written for an audience of teens and older so I

wasn't expecting any new stories and was surprised that there are. There's a saddening story about

Kurt's mom's reaction told by someone who was with her just after she heard about Kurt's death.

There are some photos I've never seen before and pictures of two things Kurt drew, which I found



most fascinating and there's an update on a memorial committee in Kurt's hometown that's trying to

honor him there. The author knew Kurt when they were younger and the book says he is part of that

group.The book is a high-quality hardback and isn't dumbed down like I thought it might be. If you

want to know every detail of Kurt's life, there are other books out there that do the job better (though

often in error or by making things up). But if you want to know "just the facts" and learn some new

stories along the way you should buy this. I was pleasantly surprised with its quality and was happy

to add it to my Cobain collection.Michael Mac

not much I didnt know. not a collector so not really worth keeping wish I could sell it for a little under

of what i gave for it. 1 read was enuff. i'M always looking for new stuff on kurt cobain and his murder

consperacy so may be I can sell it on Ebay!good read

A great book. I graduated with Jeff. He's talented and this book demonstrates his writing abilities. A

definite must for any Nirvana fan. One day my daughter will enjoy it (she's only 22 mos). I wish him

success with his future books.Mark

i think it is great reflection of kurt cobain and nirvana it has loads of usefull info and any nirvana or

kurt cobain fan should read jeff burlingame is one of the years best authors
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